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I . INTRODUCTION
M. Xm ortance of flexible arm control to robotics.
Today's manipulator systems are really quite crude. They
tend to be massive and , ponderr?us^, _fn industrial, applications,
manipulators weighing tons are required to transport and position
parts and tools weighing a few pounds. They are, thereKore,
costly in the materials used to make them, the space their take up,
the power they consume, and the time they require to do simple
operations.
The Space Sh"ttl,e manipulator will have to be operated manually
and vary slowly.
To date, the growing computer power available has been used
4o handle, kin inat:ic relations of increasing complexity- But
problems of dynamics and flexibility have been solved by making
the members e,ttremely stiff, As tSe become able to develop
control techniques that tolerate r.lexibility in a manipulator's
mechaa,lcal structure, the use of such flexible arms will have
many desirable consequences: manipulators can be lighter and
faster, safer to use, and less prone to damage from colli.c)ions.
They will a'.so require. less power to run and cost les;a to con-
struct. They will be essential to the objective of aut-omating
the tasks of the .large, ,flexible manipulator arms of the Space
Shuttle. finally, these same control strategies gill be important
for the control of such flexible space structures as very large
antennas: lar u* space systems planned for the 1980's and beyond
will require significant advances over today's technology.
Another char,lct-eristic of today's manipulators is that they
effect posiLion control by "dead reckoning": the computer is
told the coordinates of the desired position, and the manipulator 	 i
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system is moved by controlling the angle of each link rtlativr.
to the previous one. Position accuracy Is thus only as good as
the accumulatlon of errors and the stiffness of the members, and
of the base on which everything sits. The astute use of end-point
. sensins and feedback will make possible a new level of precision
in manipulator use, and oxen up many new areas for manipulator
application. For space applications -- where the "base" is
empty space, the manipulator links are highly flexible, and the`
penalty for inaccuracy may be either painfully slow operation
or destruction of delicate space systems -- sophisticated
ar.0-potnt feedbazlk will be an essential element.
A third very important problem that limits the capability
of present manipulators is the fact that there are large and
rapid changes can occur in the inertia propgrties of .tare 'system being
controlled as it changes configuration, and particularly when it
picks up massive loads. Precise control of a system having large
time variation, in its parameters is a paxti.cularly nasty problem.
If constant control. "gains" are used the system response will
necessarily vary from very sluggish to nearly unstable. If a
scheme of total, adapti.on is used, an essential nonli.nearity is
introduced which makes the control algorithm extremely complex.
Our recent work in the areas of optimal control with uncertain
parameters	 and plane identification
	
-leads us to believe
the best control strategy for the manipulator control prohlem
will be a coinbi,nation of adaptation by regime and robust optimal
control within regimes. (This also will introduce some challeng-
ing switching problems; but the tradeoff appears favorable_)
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B. Long--term goals.
What we propose to do together in the present project is to
bring to bear (1) experience with dynamics and control of flexible
structural members, (2) end-point sensing techniques, and (3)
advanced concepts for robust control of systems whose parameters
are uncertain and changing, to deraonstrate good control of a
single, very flexible member in a plane. Then a mass of unknown
size .object to be carried) will be added at the end of the arm,
so that the controller must infer the new dynamic character of the
system quickly enough to accomplish fast, efficient tran:;porf to
a. commanded locacior., and precise final positioning.
C. Initial objectives or 'this contract.
a. Develop and analyze dxact equations of motion of an arm
with known parameters preparatory to designing control systems
for same.
b. Design an experimental one--link arm for testing control
designs.
xVie)
FIG. 1. Geometric Definitions
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11. ANALYSIS OF _A CON ,rROLLABLE FLIIXIBLE RQ.3QTAAR?1.
A. :Modal equations.
The goal Is to describe the motion of the arm by n set of
First order differential equations in the following manner;
x Fx + Gu
y	 lIx
.	 s
x is the stare vector xT•g o ,g o ,q l ,q l > g z , g 2 ,....
	
where nn
describes the rigid body mode
q i ,	 i >1 describes the i-th flexible mode
u is the control torque
ys Js a °ve c tor made %% p of the 3 outputs of the 3 sensors
ntouxlted, on the beam
The rationale for such a foxinulation (1) is that it is the most
convenient form for using modern - control design techniques.
i. Development of the equations of motion"
The model, for the arm is a uniform beam of length X, density
p width b and thickness t and elasticity modulus E with a
lumped inertia at its hut-, III.
G
.The equations are obtained from the angular momentum theorem and
11amilton's principle.
From angular momentum theorem:
dte
	
T	 where h	 s (OM,x v) dm + I1iA
we have v a -wk + ( + x©) y
so	 It	 (xt + x 2 6)dm + x,i A after neglect	 .f.ng c^2A
a.
0
From (1) we get:
e	 ••
o
From 1Iam3,lton's principle:
r u t. ,)	 D where L is the lagritng3.an of the a•rm
S0 and SW are virtual da.splacements which are 0 at It adn t2.
If we call y	 y = w* + xe y can he Large as Whe angle	 becomes
large; w remains small.
The Lagrangian L = Tk - V is made up of 2 terms: 	 .
kinetic arergy -
(4) ^'Tµe z H 6t + S ra^l,eti	 after neglecting
o	 F	
.
the centrifugical term taLA
- pot,ential. energy V -
(5) 2 v- a s'r N h'dx —T 6
This expression is valid if aW and 	 remain small
;OX	 ak2
(Luker-Bcrnouilli beam)
After many manipulations on (3) with (4) and (5) we get a 0-1,i
order PUE describing the beam.
tax 
^ xti	 a
Er a,^ I
0 y coy 	 o
Ix:^°	 .
Note that the 1st equation could be written in terms of the
smal l quant ity w	 EI ' ,^ ►^ } ^, azuy 
^ ^k 0a k4	 a`^
(2) and (6) describe completely the dye inks of a uniform one
link arm.
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ii.. Natural modes of the arm:
xn order to get the natural frequencies and mode shapes of
the area we set the control torque T to zero in (6) and write
Y(X,t)	 t(x) q(t) there q(t) p elAb
(6) can be written as:'
A 
K4
	
t,'s
Q (p} _ .. tN A:ti ^z(o^ l7^ 	V,4 ^ Z
O
The solution to (7) is:
C	 cc,e ^x + 3 St«n v5x + C Cosh J-,X it b s^n,^. X	 {8^
The frequencies AL are solution of the equation:
LOS %,"N4L r 5MAL c4s^XL^ 	 ♦ Cas XL cOS^J L
wh e r e 	 •
^L =4 JL	 amc^ E c TH / 3i	
_ ^u^ 'tm^k^ ,
'Cr	 Q	 e ^ beatti in►er4ja^
7 a order to Bet the	 constants A,B,C,D we need to normalize
the mode :shapes:
Y
a 	 ^'	 C
A numerical program has been written to solve for (9) and (110).
Table k contains .four different values of C. the values of ai
and A,B,C,D for the first 4 mode shapes.
for the Tigid body movie;	 ^o(X} x
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iii. Modal c u^acl, Lions.
lie now proceed to get the set of OA g 's we are looking for.
We write the solution y(x , t) to (6) as:
''	 =O	 4
tae re-write (3) and (4) (including control torque) as 2L	 2T1: 2V
Q + o
J,jj ../	 N
Using the orthogonality relations, we obtain the relations:
^e 4 c c1	 Lfo) a lob	 ^TN X ^d	 11  14
Q	 n
°
Go, we get:
o	 ''O
Z (, ^rH ^• Tg ^o	 (xu •r to, ^4 --	 ^xa.ris^ 1Lt, ^4 -} T '^^+ ^: ^"!o) 9^^]
Lagrange's equations are:
^
(Z	 _ O
t^ ag^^	 aq • `
so: 
Pi
rN+^o
Ibi s o0
Note: (11) is the same type of equation as the one used by Lik3.ns
(see JPL Report on flexible SIC dynamics.
It is possible to include damping;
IL - ^'`cn} ^^
R
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We write:
.nL 9	 ^ ^' Itto+rg	 where st x 11011
the d 1 'a have been computed for different values of c and are
shown In Table 1.
Iv. Measurement vector ys:
The sensors that will be used to control the arm are a
`rDntet4i.ou^eCer (^?, a tachometer ( p ), a tip P sensor for terminal
control at the end of the slew maneuver (y(L)) and a set of
strain gagas at different locations x .
From (12) we get:
^a
4, 	 CO,
	
where SL are shown in Table 1 (14)
Sri	 where d l (L) are shown. in Table 1. (16
The strain gases measure the strain .at the surface of the beau:
l	 7,	 r	 i
M
x	 ^r
The bending moment is: qt y = 11:1	 y
^^	 2x2
x = x
1
so Lbat:	 _	 L
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B. Exact Transfer Functions for a One Link Arm.
Frown the dynaa.ics equations developed in A. it is possible
to obtain any transfer gunction from the control torque to any
• sensor output ys; but, in order to do that, one has to truncate
and keep a finite number.of modes. This implies that the . zero.
of the truncated T.F. will not be enact.
Alternatively, a technique shown by A. Bryson enables one
to get; e:.act T.F. for certain simple analytical models (i.e.,
Euler-•Bexnouilli Beams).
I. Traasfer f unction calculation.
Let's take the Laplace's transform of the set of equations
(6) in A and also change x to x	 L	 x:
tr y	^2
1
	
y (o,$)
	 yM(o,$)	 o	 t1)
	
T + Ely 31 L,s	 Z1ts2YT- (L's)
r	 Y
y !L, s, - (?
2
Let's define
	 a	 04 - -- S	 is a complex number
The first equation of (1) is: y 1 (x l ,$) - 0 4 y(s l ,$)	 0	 .
y(K l ,$) = A s n(Sx l ) + 0 si.nhUx l ) + C cos(Rx l ) + D cosh(Ox i )
Using the 4 boundary conditions in (1) we get: A = B; C = D
and the following 2 x 2 linear system:
A
sin), + sinhk
	
cosX + cosh;k
-I 	 [ .-sa.na + sinh), •- Ea3 (cos),+coshX) -.cosA + cosh? - Ca3 (s1.nX+sinh7l) C 	E
where: X - I,	 c r IH
	
ph i 	 31 a	 (as in A)
L-6:—
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We solve for this system and get the T.Fo y(xl,$)/T:
V(Kt,S)rr`	 ^5► ^Cs K+	 x	 CsS.+s ^►^	 x d
where: c - cos; s a sin; ch	 cosh; sh a sink
ii. Application.
We can get any T.F. of interest for any sensors.
a) Transfer function ®11/T	 (potent:iometer/tachoneter at hub)
Note that 7. 1
	at hub from x 	 L - x
8H..	 fb, s)
From (2) we, get:
Erb
®N r _ 1 1 + c^ ch^
L4
A is a complex number here: h 4 - -^^E,-1 s 2	 s n jt^
the numerator or the denominator
can be expanded as:
i	 oo
+ C0% 	 '1t`i'	 5Zl^i'
cs
5.^ c^^ s^,a c^ + CO 0+ c^I) Z'3 ^3 ^1 + =.43^ j ( 1 + 51 wL`,
Finally, we get:
	
wc1 /
	 cs
+w y^ ^+ s'L i.\
This transfer function is of very general application for
any flexible body with co-located sensor (O H ) and actuator (T) .
S r1G^'
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wpL
was
"r
If one excites the arm at the frequency of one of the zeros
(wci) there will be no motion of the hub; of course, we have to
include damping for real cases, so there will be smv11 motion.
This .fact: has boar. checked expeximentall:y.
Note al sj3: that the zeros correspond to a caat;il.ivered beam
(I + cXch% - 0 is the well known equation for the frequencies of
a cantiUveted beam); the poles are for a pinned beam (if one
set e- 0, sachX - sh?,ca is also well known to be for the pinned
beam) .
FXG. I. shows the poles/zeros location for th- model of the
experimental beam.'
xt can be seen that for c >Q.02 from the. t ird' node, poles
and zeros cancelled each other.
B. Transfer Function YT /T (tip sensor)
From (2): yT = yi(x, =o)
so	 y 1 /T(s)	 = _	 1_ sA + slix
EI^3 2 sXchA - shXcX + EX' (l+cXcha)
numerator and denominator can
be expanded
	 s pa that one gets	 the e;-4.	 ,ssion:
O—s
^Iu•alg^5z ^t4-s
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.,	 13 _
UM 2
A,r	 twr
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3.  
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The confJguration is:
5O
..14—
FIG. 2. shows the configuration for the model of the exper—
Amental. arm. It has been checked experimentally that there are
no zeros on the jW axis; it seems difficult to verify in 22en 12ok
the (real axis) location of the zeros.
The zeros have been computed numerically:
^ i = 2.365, 5.,498, 5.498 + k1` ,► 	 k>2
Then wo gat: (o 2 . E ^4i	 pht;i	 z
Conclusion.
We get a tool. to design controllers for the axrn using the
root locus method and without having to bother with truncation
errors. Note that it has been possible, onl y because, we have e
very simple model: it cannot be applied to ccra p lica`ted structures.
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111. DESIGN OF EXPERIMEOTAL APPARATUS.
Subsequent to the contract work reported here, a one link
robot arm has been designed and built (under separate funding)
by Moshe Tkaez, PhD candidate in the Department of Aeronautics
Astronautics. The main problem to solve for the design of m
very flexible arm is to make it rigid in torsion; if one uses a
simple beam of l meter Long, when the beam bends, the tip park of
the bears deflects in torsion. For decoupling of bending and
torsion, the arm is rude of 2 parallel, beams connected together
with 5 bridge,,; these bridges sect as pinned joints for the
b raadiag of the 2 - crams, and prevent any torsion oZ the arm.
Picture I explains the arrangement,
C
1
X14•/ .
	 .
i
Picture 1: Experimental. arm (top view)
A. Arm Characteristics,
► Mt.f ^tirj
ICI	 %A014	 \` 	 P.^^ 1"^	 q	 +ra1^•.^ 1 1{ tih	 p. 7^Ji'1^ ..w 	7^Y^i^Ae,,^^
.+....,^...........^-.	 r-. --^---r	 ! f v,"
^	 n -v t;	
PT
-SIT	 trn
S.^nnC1^r^,
qi
Ca r a e V. a 1.,:
	 ts. {^.
	
-	 ,... ...
L t	 ^'
0 r	 21f►^
Below 'is the: main data for the arm:
L"eams mass: 2 x 6.5oz. - 373.6 g.	 (12gr)
Bridges mass: 5 x 10 oz.	 141.5 8. (made of berylium + Alu)
Bridge mass/Beam mass = .38	 '
=e ams momen >: of inertia at hub , - .142 Kgm2
Bridges moment of inertia at hub = .052 Kgm2
Total aria moment of inertia I B = .194 Kgm2
Clamping device moment of inertia (hub) = 3.4 10-4 Kgm2
Added inertia at the hub: 	 „'	 —	 .02 Kgm2
Total hub inertia (including DC motor rotor & tachorotor) _ .021 Kg
1
Ratio e (see II):	 c = 3IH _ 036 —>.04
B
Elasticity modulus: E	 7 10 10 ST
Area rioment of inertia; IzT	 7_ l..b	 ^ :G'
 -:I
 "'
ET = .296 N m2
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B. Actuator Charact:eristies.
It 's
 
a 'MACTECH 300 ozin peak torque: DC servomotor. The
main test performed on the motor, is described in the next figure.
ArMP f".6
VktkI I
 L. 	 asc41105rnra
(`aNe^	
n^hp
From thi. , test, it was found that the hack emf constants KD
is Kg - .26 Nm/A. It is the nominal vdlue from the spec sheets.
The theory says that the torque constant KT and the constant Kg
are e-qual: K T (Nw/A) - K (V/Rd/s)_ so K T ffi .26 hm/A	 or
KT - 37.2 ozin/A.
A direct measurement of K T should be performed in the future.
Notre that KT, i.; essential. for a control design (gains) . Also,
a model of the actuator might be needed in the futur-y C K, ).2+1s
C. Power Amplifier.
The PA enables one to have a current-drive DC motor, so that
one can write: Torque	 KT x Amperage.
The ;gain of tiie PA has been measured: KPA _ 0.81 AIV.
The dynamic model for the PA will be obtained.
D. Tachometer .
Vie tachometer is a DC motor (MAG£LEX) .
'.I'hc gn ,n has been me.isured KTacho	 .06V/Rd/s.
.
VE. Po tentiome • r.
This is a Bourns single-turn film 20K potentiometer.
The gain is KPOT . 4.77 V/Rd	 A new potentiometer is on order
because of the very noisy signal of the current one.
F. End Point Sensor.
This is a United Technology dual axis position sensor which
provides x and y axis position of a light spot: an the detector
surface. One AC line-powered amplifies; is used for each channel..
The anp:l.i.fi,ers provide 2 output voltages corresponding to the
sum (light--intensity) and to the difference (position) of the
2 input currents.
A divider network. is added to obtain a vol,t:ate di.rect.ly
proportioned to the position.+
The light bdlb has been mounted on the tip of one of the 2
beams. A lens of 22mm focal length focuses the image of the
light bulb on the detector itself.
The gain of the tip sensor is:
KTs ' .7 Win	 with divider	 noise level .1V
KTs = .Ou Vin	 without divider	 noise level. .006th
Note that the sensor picks tip all the ambient; light and one
needs to work in a dark environment for better results.
G. Strain Gages.
Two strain gages have been mounted at 19 in. from the hub on.
two sides of one beam; wl,th two st'rnin gages, one gets rid ot, the
tc l,Iperat t'irc: effects.
4
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The spec. for the gage itself is: k - 120nt•S%
gage factor K - 2.1t•5x
A CALEX bridge sensor is used as an amplifier and also to
provide a regulated power supply for the wheastone, bridge used for
signal detection.
Currently, the setup is work r.,g with one strain gage put in
the wheastone bridge. Calibration tests will be done and also
frequency response tests will he done in open loop to check the
validity of the analytical model.
Conclusion.
Many sensors are now available for control purposes. This
iinplies that we will be able to be relatively immune to errors
between the model and the actual plant.
We will also add variable low pass filters to set rid of the
high frequency noise generated by all these sensors.
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LV. 	 Cs' RK p NL: SUBSEQUENT TO THIS CONTR ACT .
'rhe apparatus described in Section III was subsequently built
under ;separate funding.
The arm's natural frequencies have been measured for comparison
with the analysis of Section II: this has been done by recording
the gain curve of the transfer: function 0 }1 /T, where 0 11 is the output
of the potentio l.1CLer. The analytical model yields an exprension:
g 11	 1	
^SZ 3 c^+l) (sz /w21)...
2	 (If +_	 /	 .
A constant amplified sinusoidal signal, has been input Lo the
entry point, of the power amplifier. The output of the potentiometer
was recorded on the oscillosvope.__ The frequency of the input
signal was varied from .2 to 10 11z... The zeros of the T.F. are the
ones for which the output of the potentiometer !C a local,
minimum while the poles are the ones for which it is it local
maximum. Table 1 gives the comparison between e;?'perimental and
theorcttical values. The first theoretical zero ^ was essigned
the experimen.ral, value (first bending frequency of the arm
clamped) .
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Cloued coop control has been successfully achieved using
the tachometer anti the tip sensor only. The controller hits
been designed by root locus tec}tn.iques; from the analysis done: in
Yx, it is easy to close the loop on the tachometer (rate): a
simple gain is needed to stabilize the flexible poles. Figures
1 and 2 show the root Locus then with the closed loop poles from
the g ate loop; the rip sensor Loop is closed with a lead-lag
net wurk. Figures 3 and G show the root loci for 7. networks:
The cont,z, 01 %:i6cussed above was implemented in a nalo g
electronics with very acceptable results	 This
control has limited bandwidth.
Research is nou proceeding tovard the long term objective
described in Section I. It is believed that a control of high
bandwidth can be a chieved using the strain gages iii addition to
the other scns,ors. Also, more work needs to be cone tar the
design. of a command follower controller which can successfully
slaw the arm in a minimum amount of time.
A MINC xY computer (PDP1103) has been acquired recently rAtich
will pillow us to implement any sophisticated controller touch more
ea<--:Uy than with analog electronics.
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